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Abstract 

The work presented in this thesis concerns the reactions of phosphites when replacing 

phosphates in synthesis by atomic layer deposition (ALD). One goal of this research is keeping 

the oxidation state of phosphorous at +? to gain new products and using these in Li-ion 

batteries. This could also expand the possibilities of ALD synthesis. 

Two phosphite precursors have been tested, trimethyl phosphite (Me?PO?) and triethyl 

phosphite (Et?PO?). Me?PO? has been successfully combined with the known precursors 

Lithium tert-butoxide (LiO(CH?)?) and trimethyl aluminium (Al(CH?)?). The products formed 

using M??PO? are amorphous Li?POC and AlP%,'OC thin films with growth rates of %.&& and %.%D 

nm/cycle, respectively, at a deposition temperature of $$' °C. ALD synthesis with the Et?PO? 

precursor resulted in films without phosphorous and are deemed incompatible for ALD 

synthesis due to low reactivity. 

The ternary films have been characterised using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to 

define oxidation states of phosphorous as well as quantification of composition.  The oxidation 

state of phosphorous in the deposited thin films was +' for all the deposited films, proving 

that the phosphorous is oxidised during deposition. 

Li?POC is a compound that has been previously used in Li-ion batteries as solid 

electrolytes. Building on that work, the LiPO films in this work have been analysed for use as a 

barrier layer between a LiFePOC cathode and a liquid electrolyte (LiPF)). This was done by 

depositing thin films directly onto the cathode material using ALD and assembling the 

cathode material into a coin cell with a lithium metal anode. The results show increased 

stability and capacity retention at low specific discharge currents as measured using 

galvanostatic cycling. They also reduced the over-potential required for charge and discharge 

of the electrochemical cells at film thicknesses less than ' nm as measured by cyclic 

voltammetry. ?% nm barrier layers reduced performance, but LiPO might still be viable as a 

solid electrolyte if LiPO is used as the only electrolyte. This work can facilitate the future 

deposition of ALD batteries in one single experiment. 
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Abbreviations 

ALD  Atomic layer deposition 

AlPO  Aluminium phosphite / Aluminium phosphate 

AFM  Atomic force microscopy 

CV   Cyclic voltammetry 

CVD  Chemical vapour deposition 

FTIR  Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy 

GIXRD  Gracing incidence X-ray diffraction 

GV   Galvanostatic cycling 

In-situ  During deposition 

LiPO  Lithium phosphite / Lithium phosphate 

LiOtBu  Lithium tert-butoxide 

NAFUMA  Nanostructures and functional materials 

QCM  Quartz crystal microbalance 

RTP  Rapid thermal processing 

SEM  Scanning electron microscopy 

THD  $,$,),)-tetrafluoro-&,C-benzenedicarboxylic acid 

TMA  Trimethyl aluminium 

TOF-ERDA Time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis 

XPS  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

XRD  X-ray diffraction 

XRF  X-ray fluorescence 

XRR  X-ray reflectometry 
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� Introduction 

This work has a basis in Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of thin films, with a specific focus 

on development of new processes for phosphorous containing films base on alternative 

precursors. The product of the new reactions will be tested for use as barrier layers for battery 

electrodes. In this introduction a general background for this work will be given, a background 

on the development and commercialisation of Li-ion batteries and the use of barrier layers in 

Li-ion batteries. Finally an introduction to aspects of the use of phosphorous and lithium in 

ALD will be given, which will include prior art relevant for this master thesis. Rounding of the 

chapter, there is a detailed motivation for this thesis. 

�.� Background 

Batteries are an essential component of modern life. Today most electronic devices have 

batteries to enable mobility or simplify operations. From Pacemakers and RFID chips, via 

mobile phones and cars to grid level batteries used to reduce transient loads from wind farms. 

A battery is an energy storage device where energy is stored in the chemical bonds in the 

structure. This energy can be extracted from the battery as electricity via a redox reaction. 

During battery discharge an oxidation reaction occurs in the anode, releasing electrons to the 

external circuit. At the same time positive charge carriers are released and are transported 

through the electrolyte to the cathode to maintain charge balance. The reaction is driven by 

the potential difference between the anode and the cathode. 

Rechargeable batteries have in the last thirty years developed at very high pace, reaching 

new markets at regular intervals. Since the early &DD%s the Li-ion battery has been the 

rechargeable battery of choice in most applications. The first use was in camcorders and early 

mobile phones. The confidence in the technology improved year by year, and new markets 

were reached. When Li-ion batteries were adopted into laptops, their practicality increased 

due to increased specific capacities compared to existing technology and with that the 

possibility of increasing the size of the displays and speed of the processor. Moore’s law states 

how the throughput of a microchip doubles every two years[&]. All portable microelectronics 

also benefited from a secondary effect of Moore’s law. This secondary effect is that the 

processors have to become more efficient as more electrons are pushed through the silicon-

chips releasing heat. It is this last effect that helped make modern society wireless. In later 

years battery technology has not managed to keep up with society’s demands making battery 

producers push the chemistry closer and closer to its limits, and sometimes going past that 
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limit causing safety hazards. Batteries contain a lot of energy in a small volume by design. 

Within a battery, there is an electrolyte. This electrolyte is an organic ether chosen because it 

dissolves and separates Li+ as well as being stable in the potential between the anode and 

cathode which is in the order of C Volts. The electrolyte is quite flammable when heated above 

say &%% °C. Adding this to the reactive lithium and the stored energy, it becomes apparent that 

if the battery fails, it will probably have a violent reaction releasing lots of heat and probably 

start to burn. There are several examples of this happening when pushing the boundaries of 

batteries or not properly implementing new battery technology. I will mention two recent 

examples that caught major media attention in the last few years. The first example is from 

Boeing. Implementation of new technology in applications where safety is paramount requires 

reliable technology and quality control. Boeing implemented lithium batteries in their IJI 

aircraft and ran into major difficulties. The batteries overheated due to insufficient cooling; 

the cathode started decomposing exothermally, releasing O$ and the liquid electrolyte caught 

fire. This resulted in the whole fleet being grounded for months due to safety concerns [$].  

The second example is from the technology company Samsung. Samsung is one of the major 

producers of battery cells which makes it all the more disastrous when the costumers reported 

that Samsung’s new flagship mobile phone, the Samsung Note I, could suddenly start 

overheating. The safety concern was so large that the device was not allowed on most airlines, 

and specific announcements were performed pre-flight to warn passengers. The Note I has 

been called back and will never return to the market. These two examples demonstrate the 

need to implement proper safety barriers in new battery technology. New safety 

improvements are regularly developed to make sure sufficient barriers always are place. 

Replacing the organic liquid electrolytes with polymeric ones, and integrating additives that 

swell at critical temperatures to stop or hinder electrochemical processes are examples of such 

developments.  

Further improvements in safety are expected by exchanging the electrolyte material with a 

solid state electrolyte. This will make the temperature stability improve significantly. 

Furthermore the volumetric and specific capacity will improve due to the reduction in 

electrolyte mass. The Li+ conductivity will be reduced but this will, to some extent, be 

compensated by reducing the pathway for the ions. When cycling a battery the electrodes will 

expand and contract due to lithium intercalation and de-intercalation, putting large 

mechanical strains on a solid electrolyte. Today, solid electrolytes are viable and used in 

planar micro batteries, or as barrier layers on the electrodes, but when scaling up batteries the 
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strain factor will become significant, and improvements in both electrode materials and 

electrolytes are required before commercialisation [?]. 

�.� Development of the Li-ion battery 

Research into Li-ion batteries has been conducted over the last C% years, from 

fundamental research into Li-ion intercalation in &DI% via commercialisation of the Li-ion 

battery in &DD& up until today’s research into solid electrolytes and material optimisation via 

nano-structuring. 

In &DI%, fundamental research of intercalation of Li into layered d-metal sulphides was 

performed, and TiS$ to intercalate lithium. In &DI$ Steele suggested the use of TiS$ in batteries 

[C]. ) years later, Whittingham experimented on the concept of a rechargeable Li-ion battery 

[']. He successfully constructed a battery using TiS$ as a cathode and metallic lithium as an 

anode. The potential of his electrochemical cell was around $.$ V with a specific capacity of 

$%D Ah/kg. Around the time of Whittingham’s publication there was an energy crisis resulting 

in oil-prices spiking. Due to the combination of these events, large amounts of research were 

put into commercialising Li-ion batteries to reduce dependence on imported oil in the USA. 

However, an inherent issue with using a metallic lithium anode is the growth of lithium 

dendrites through the electrolyte solution [)]. When the dendrites connect the electrodes the 

whole cell is short circuited releasing all its energy and suddenly impose a very real safety risk 

[I]. The inability of overcoming this hurdle, and the reduction in oil prices, led to 

abandonment on the efforts of commercialising the technology.  The next big step in the 

development of the Li-ion battery came in Oxford, UK in &DJ% when Goodenough’s research 

group found LiCoO$ to be a stable cathode material capable of donating Li-ions [J]. The 

hurdle of dendritic growth, however, was not solved until &DJ? with Yazami’s research on 

intercalation of lithium into graphite [D]. Finally, in &DD& the first commercially successful 

rechargeable Li-battery was released by Sony. The battery used a LiCoO$ cathode and a 

graphite anode [&%], and was used in a mobile phone. Batteries with this chemistry are still in 

production albeit in an optimised form.  

 Since &DD& a large number of cathode materials have been commercialised, most of which 

are variations on either LiCoO$ (LCO), LiMn$OC (LMO), LiNi%.JCo%.&'Al%.%'O$ (NCA) or LiFePOC 

(LFP) [&&]. LiCoO$ is, as mentioned, the first commercially successful. It represents a layered 

structure, with a specific reversible capacity of &CJ mAh/g. The main advantages of LiCoO$ are 

a high volumetric capacity, low self-discharge and cycling stability. It is expensive and 
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environmentally problematic due to the presence of cobalt, as well as having a low thermal 

stability, that can result in decomposition with oxygen gas release. Layered NCA has been 

successfully implemented in electric vehicles due to a high specific capacity of $%% mAh/g, 

and very low self-discharge. However, the capacity fade can be significant at elevated 

temperatures due to growth of a solid electrolyte interface (SEI) and micro-cracking. Spinel 

LMO has benefits due to being environmentally benign and low cost. The Mn can however 

leach out of the cathodes on cycling and reduce ionic conductivity when reaching the SEI. 

LMO is subject to nano structuring research to reduce the Mn-issues [&$, &?]. Finally LFP, 

represents a larger group of materials using polyanions for structure stabilisation. LFP has an 

olivine structure allowing ion transport in one dimensional channels through the structure, 

Figure &. It is thermally stable and can deliver high specific currents. It does suffer from a 

lower potential due to low electronic conductivity. Research in LFP is focused on nano-

structuring [&C, &'] and addition of carbon to increase electronic conductivity [&)].  

 

Figure �: Structure of an olivine cathode material (LiFePO�) with �D Li
+
-ion conduction paths shown 

as green dots [�#]. 

Today the use of Li-ion batteries is widely implemented. A relatively recent development is 

implementing the technology into transportation. Electrical cars with Li-ion batteries are 

available from several major car brands. It is also beginning to be implemented in ships with 

variable loads as a peak power shaving device, potentially replacing one of the generators 

aboard. When looking for a suitable cathode material for an application, several 

considerations have to be made. Does the application require high current density, discharge 

times, long cycling stability or low self-discharge/long shelf life? And what is the operation 

temperature range? In addition the cost will be an important factor. Ragone charts are helpful 

when making such decisions. They show different battery performance metrics on the X- and 

Y-axis such as volumetric- and gravimetric –energy density, specific power or available 
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potential. One example is given in Figure $ relating specific capacities to different battery 

technologies. Further improvements are required by the modern society. Today, safety 

concerns draw the attention of the media, but in order to accommodate future demands an 

increase in specific- and volumetric capacity are imperative. 

  

Figure &: Ragone chart relating different electrochemical cell designs to their gravimetric and 

volumetric capacity. Also included are potential areas of application [�*]. 
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�.# ALD of ternary oxides 

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) was developed and patented in &DID by Tuomo Suntola 

[&D]. It is a method derived from CVD where precursors are deposited in discreet pulses only 

allowing one precursor in the reaction chamber at any time. ALD will give conformal thin 

films with high thickness control and controllable composition via reaction optimisation. A 

more complete introduction to ALD will be given in the theory chapter.  

When attempting to deposit a ternary product by ALD a larger parameter space must be 

mapped. Ternary oxides can be deposited by ALD in several ways [$%]. One common method 

is combining the processes for two binary oxides. The resulting ternary process will need 

optimisation due to differing growth rate and possibly reactivity, which can result in changes 

in surface topography and composition.  

�.#.� Phosphorous by ALD 

Phosphates have been shown to be compatible with ALD deposition, and the first 

published results came from Minna Niemenen and her research group at Helsinki University 

in &DD', using pyrophosphate (P$O') and trimethyl phosphate (Me?POC) as the phosphorous 

precursors [$&]. Since then, most work has been based on trimethyl phosphate and 

phosphorous trichloride (POCl?) as phosphorous precursors. Currently AlPOC [$&-$?], TiPOC 

[$?], CaPOC [$C],  LaPOC [$'], FePOC [&C, $)], LiFePOC [$I] and Li?POC [$J] have all been 

deposited by ALD.  

 Phosphorous ALD has been performed by several researchers at the NAFUMA research 

group. Anders Pettersen conducted research on the use of Trimethyl phosphate and 

phosphorous oxochlorate as phosphate precursors in his $%&$ master thesis [$)]. His work 

consisted of depositing FePOC and LiFePOC battery cathode materials using ALD, managing to 

deposit amorphous LiFePOC with the proper stoichiometry. Pettersen also researched 

depositing AlPOC using P(OCl)? as the phosphate precursor. Knut B. Gandrud based his work 

on Pettersen’s master thesis where he further developed the cathode materials as well as 

performing extensive electrochemical characterisation of the thin film cathodes as a major 

part of his PhD [&C, $D-?&]. In $%&C, Henrik Sønsteby published research on ALD deposition of 

calcium doped lanthanum phosphate [$'].  Ca doped LaPOC is a viable proton conductor at 

high temperatures, and it is possible that using thin film membranes will reduce the 

temperature requirements for proton conduction in lanthanum phosphate. Sønsteby used 

trimethyl phosphate as the phosphate precursor in his work.  
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Aluminium phosphate has recently been deposited by ALD by Hämäläinen’s research 

group [$?] and by Dobbelaere [$$]. Both groups used trimethyl phosphate as the phosphorous 

precursor. As a aluminium source Hämäläinen’s group used aluminium tricloride and 

Dobbelaere TMA. The main difference with the research performed is that Dobbelaere used 

plasma to enhance the reaction. The phosphate and O$ was introduced as a plasma, with O$ 

representing the oxygen source. The results from that analysis showed under-stoichiometric 

films with regards to phosphorous, with a composition of $.) : & : I.% Al : P : O at $%% °C. This 

under-stoichiometry was assumed to be caused by Al$O? in the film and the assumption that 

trimethyl phosphate prefers hydroxide-terminated surfaces rather than chloride terminated. 

In this work AlPO (AlPO) will be deposited using trimethyl aluminium (TMA) and trimethyl 

phosphite (Me?PO?) as the aluminium and phosphorous precursors with water as an oxygen 

source. An important part of the experiments presented in this work will be trying to keep the 

+? oxidation state of phosphorous in the product.  

�.#.� Lithium by ALD 

Depositing Lithium films by ALD is a recent development of the ALD technique, and the 

NAFUMA group has had a leading role in this development. Lithium containing thin films 

were first deposited in $%%D at the NAFUMA research group, using Li(thd) (Lithium $,$,),)-

tetramethyl-?,'-heptanedionate), Lithium tert-butoxide (LiOtBu) and  Li(cp) (Lithium 

cyclopentadienyl) as the precursors [?$]. The products were Li$CO? and LiOH depending on 

the precursor. LiOH is highly reactive in a normal atmosphere. There was some discussion as 

to whether group & elements were at all compatible with the reaction mechanisms used by 

ALD to give self-limiting growth, seeing as these elements are expected to only have one 

ligand in the gas phase. This publication sparked a new research field, and four years later, in 

$%&?, an overview of reported lithium ALD reactions was published by Professor Nilsen [?&]. In 

$%&C Amund Ruud presented a new lithium precursor for ALD his master thesis, lithium 

trimethylsilanolate (LiTMSO) [??]. In $%&' a process for depositing LiPON via ALD was 

reported using nitrogen plasma as the nitrogen source [?C]. LiPON is the preferred electrolyte 

for commercial solid state micro-batteries and is normally sputtered. Sputtering typically 

results in a &µm electrolyte layer, but using ALD resulted in a uniform film in the $% nm range 

with controllable nitrogen content, increasing ion conductivity due to a reduction in transport 

distance. This new development of the ALD processes is likely to already have expanded due 

to intense research, and it is natural to assume that there are numerous new processes in 

development.  
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 Hämäläinen’s group published a study on lithium phosphate deposited by ALD in $%&$ 

[$J]. This is the same group that also published results on aluminium phosphate by ALD that 

same year. In their research lithium tert-butoxide and trimethyl phosphate was used as 

lithium and phosphorous precursors respectively. This is a very similar process to the one that 

will be presented in this work where the same lithium precursor is used, but the phosphorous 

precursor chosen is trimethyl phosphite, the same precursor as used for the AlPO research. 

The composition of  Hämäläinen’s products was $.J : & : C.C Li : P : O at $$' °C, close to 

stoichiometric Li?POC.  In $%&C another study on Li?POC deposited by ALD was published [?']. 

This work was based on the research by Hämäläinen’s, confirming his results and further 

investigating the structure of the deposited films by XPS and electrochemically. The Li : P 

ratio was between $ : J and ? : ? depending on reaction temperature, as measured by XPS. 

Electrochemical measurements of ionic conductivity of films deposited at ?%% °C gave a ionic 

conductivity of &.I? x &%-I S cm-&. The research performed in this thesis aims at noting 

differences from these studies when exchanging the trimethyl phosphate precursor with a 

trimethyl phosphite precursor. One important element of this analysis is confirming the actual 

oxidation state of phosphorous in the product. Further electrochemical studies will be 

performed by depositing LiPO films onto a LiFePOC cathode material to measure the 

compatibility of using LiPO films as barrier layers for cathode materials to improve cycling 

stability. 
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�.#.# Battery barrier layers by ALD 

Increasing stability and safety of an electrochemical cell is a major field of research in 

modern society. One way of improving performance is by adding barrier layers at interphases 

in the cell itself.  The result could be increased safety by inhibiting dendritic growth using 

polymers [?)] or oxides [?I]. Barriers can be implemented to limit or control the growth of the 

SEI layer that limits performance [?J]. An approach implemented in a large scale is coating of 

the cathode. The cathode of a modern Li-ion battery comprises of a powder of the active 

material pressed into shape and held together by a resin to maximise available surface area. 

There are therefore two ways of coating a cathode. Coating the particles that make up the 

cathode, or coating the preformed cathode with a barrier towards the electrolyte, as shown in 

Figure ?. The first approach is often used to coat particles with carbon to increase electronic 

conductivity [?D], and is compatible with wet-chemical reactions  [&)]. Coating a barrier onto 

the preformed cathode has been done by ALD to increase performance of LiCoO$ [C%] and 

LMO [C&]. Li$O –Al$O? has been suggested as an anode barrier[C$]. In this thesis, a LiFePOC 

powder cathode will be coated by Li?POx (LiPO) thin films of different thicknesses. The 

motivation for this is to improve the kinetics of the intercalation reactions and see if it is 

viable to expand on this approach, and deposit LiPO as a solid electrolyte by ALD using the 

Me?PO? precursor. Li?POC electrolytes have previously been deposited by ALD [?']. 

 

Figure +: Schematic of electrode coating by ALD demonstrating the coating of highly structured 

surfaces [�+]. 
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�.& Motivation 

The development of stable lithium processes for ALD is ongoing. There are often issues 

with depositing conformal films with self-limiting growth mechanisms. There is therefore a 

need for research into alternative methods for ALD deposition that might enhance 

performance. Several possible effects can help achieve this, such as increased growth rates or 

film uniformity. In this thesis one such alternative method is introducing a phosphorous 

precursor with a reduced oxidation state. Trimethyl phosphite (Me?PO?) will be used as a 

phosphorous precursor for established ALD reactions where trimethyl phosphate has 

previously been used. This approach might make d-metal based lithium ALD reactions more 

controllable by not having to reduce the d-metal during deposition.  

The research performed in this thesis aims at noting differences from these studies when 

exchanging the trimethyl phosphate precursor with a trimethyl phosphite precursor for the 

Li?POC and AlPOC reactions. One important element of this analysis is confirming the actual 

oxidation state of phosphorous in the product. Further electrochemical studies will be 

performed by depositing Li?POx films onto a LiFePOC cathode material to measure the 

performance of Li?POx films used as barrier layer for cathode materials to improve cycling 

stability. 
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� Theory 

This theory chapter will give a basic theoretical background that is relevant for this thesis. 

The topics introduced are electrochemistry, Li-ion batteries and ALD, as well as an overview 

on the characterisation techniques used in this body of work. 

�.� Electrochemistry 

Electrochemistry concerns chemical reactions where electrical energy is involved. The 

most common examples are batteries and fuel cells. It is an important part of analytical 

chemistry where it is utilised to quantify chemical reactions and redox potentials. The reaction 

rates can be related to currents and potential with very high precision. It is also relevant for 

defining chemical reversibility as well as electrochemical reversibility of processes. In this 

section I will first give a general introduction to the theory with emphasis on electrochemical 

cells and relevant measuring techniques. Three methods of analysis will be introduced here. 

Two of them, cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic measurements, will be described in greater 

detail in the experimental section with emphasis on use in battery analysis. 

One fundamental reaction is important for electrochemistry; the redox reaction. It relates 

Oxidised reactant (Ox) to its reduced compound (red), and the amount of electrons released 

on reduction (ne). 

�� + ��	 ↔ ��	   Equation & 

Faraday’s equation  describes how the Gibb’s energy (ΔG) changes with an applied external 

potential (E). This change is proportional to the amount of electrons (n) and Faraday’s 

constant (F = D)CJ' C/mole). What this means is that the spontaneity of a reaction can be 

adjusted by applying an external electrical potential so long as the reaction involves the 

transfer of electrons.  

     ∆�	 = 	−���    Equation $ 

Electrochemical analysis can be performed in several ways. The first step of the analysis is 

usually to find the zero current voltage (%CV) of a cell. This is the potential that the reaction 

puts out in thermodynamic equilibrium. If the electrochemical cell is assembled in a 

discharged state, the initially measured %CV will correspond to the potential of the cell in this 

state. %CV can be measured at any time in a charge/discharge cycle. Cyclic voltammetry is a 

common initial electrochemical analysis technique because it gives a lot of insight into the 
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systems chemistry. Analysis is performed by first measuring the %CV and then the potential is 

increased at a constant sweep rate while measuring how the current changes. This will give 

information on redox potentials, reversibility and the kinetics of the system. A technique 

commonly used in battery analysis is galvanostatic cycling (GV). The cells is cyclically charged 

and discharged at a constant current between voltage limits defined by the battery chemistry. 

GV is used to find the specific capacity, lifetime and stability of the electrochemical process. 

The techniques mentioned here are discussed in greater detail in the experimental section.  

�.�.� Lithium-ion batteries 

The development of the Li-ion battery has already been mentioned. It is now time to 

introduce the basic working principles. First, some terminology: Battery is the name 

associated to a battery package. A package contains one or more electrochemical cells that are 

either connected in series to increase the potential, or in parallel to increase capacity. In this 

work all mention of batteries and cells refer to one electrochemical cell. 

An illustration of the general design and working principles of a Li-ion cell is given in 

Figure C. The cell has three main components; the positive electrode (cathode), the negative 

electrode (anode) and the electrolyte. These three components are sandwiched together, and 

when discharging the cell Li+ ions flow from the anode through the electrolyte to the cathode. 

The electrons flow in the external circuit in the same direction. When charging the cell, a 

reverse potential is set over the external circuit pushing electrons in the opposite direction. 

This results in the Li-ions on the cathode travelling back through the electrolyte to the anode. 

Electrolytes have strict requirements imposed onto them. They have to be stable in the redox 

potential imposed by the cathode chemistry, usually around ?.' – C eV. Li+-ions must be 

soluble in the electrolyte. In addition it should not react with either the anode or cathode in 

the potential range. The commonly used liquid electrolyte is &M LiPF) in a PC/DME solution. 

There is extensive research on using solid electrolytes in large-scale commercial cells. Today 

solid electrolytes are used only in micro-batteries where LiPON (Lithium-phosphorous 

oxynitride) is the most common. The anodes used in commercial cells are mostly graphite. For 

research, a metallic lithium anode is used. Metallic lithium is highly reactive and might pose a 

safety hazard due to dendritic growth through the electrolyte potentially short circuiting the 

cell. The component defining both capacity and potential in an electrochemical cell is the 

cathode. It is the most expensive component and it defines the redox potential of the cell. 

Several chemistries are already mentioned in the introduction, and I will quickly list them 

here: LiFePOC, LiCoO$, LiNiMnO$ and LiMn$OC. Increasing the surface area of the electrodes 
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is highly beneficial to increase cell performance. One way of doing this is by depositing the 

cathode material as a powder, and mixing it with a polymer binder making a polymer matrix 

for the electrode material. Carbon is often added to either the matrix or the cathode material 

to increase electric conductivity.  

Lithium ions are inserted and extracted from the electrodes in a process called 

intercalation. Graphite is known to have a layered structure where lithium can be reversibly 

intercalated into the layers, as does LiCoO$. By contrast LiFePOC has a spinel structure where 

Li+ ions are reversibly intercalated into one dimensional channels. The effective ionic radius of 

Li-ions is relatively small, but even so volume expansion due to intercalation can be 

significant. For graphite &%% and for LiFePOC it is ).J% [CC]. This is one of the reasons that 

electrolytes tend to be liquid. Liquids are very good at absorbing volume changes without 

issues such as micro-fracturing and delamination which are relevant for solid electrolytes. The 

main reason for using a liquid is the fact that liquids tend to have much higher ionic 

conductivities. 

 

Figure �: Illustration of a Lithium ion battery, showing intercalation reactions at both a graphite 

anode and a LiCoO& cathode. The light bulb illustrates electrical load [�#]. 

It has been shown that the electrodes and the electrolyte interact chemically, forming an 

interface called the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). A SEI grows on the anode during 

charging and is a product of a reaction between decomposing solvents in the electrolyte and 

the electrolyte lithium salts. The SEI serves as a barrier layer between the electrode and 

electrolyte. Increasing the stability and safety of the battery. It also contributes to a capacity 
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fade that is dependent on the SEI thickness [?J]. As previously mentioned, graphite is the 

common anode material used in secondary lithium ion batteries, and the SEI there is found to 

compose mainly of lithium carbonates and LiF from the electrolyte [C']. An SEI also forms on 

the cathode electrolyte interphase, this SEI affects the performance of the battery to a lesser 

extent than the anode SEI, but is still affects battery performance. In this thesis coating a 

LiFePOC cathode with LiPO as a SEI or protective layer is done to hopefully improve battery 

performance and stability.   

�.� Atomic Layer Deposition 

Atomic layer deposition is a gas phase deposition technique derived from Chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD). In CVD a stream of precursor is lead through a reaction chamber by a 

carrier gas where some of it condenses onto a substrate where the precursors react. Depending 

on the setup, either the whole reaction chamber is heated or only the substrates are heated. 

Theses setups are called Hot-wall and Cold-wall reactors, respectively.  ALD is equivalent to 

CVD apart from the fact that the precursors are introduced in discreet pulses so that one 

precursor condenses onto the substrate before the reaction chamber is evacuated and the next 

precursor is introduced. This separation of precursor pulses gives good precision when 

depositing films, especially considering parameters such as thickness, uniformity and 

composition. With careful selection of precursors and reaction parameters, the introduced 

precursor will react with the active sites of the previously deposited surface, saturating the 

surface. The reaction stops due to the lack of free active sites and unreacted precursor is 

evacuated using an inert gas. 
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Figure �: The principles of ALD, showing the individual step of deposition of Al&O+. The introduced 

precursor chemisorbs in a single layer before surplus reactant is purged with N& [�2].  

In an ideal ALD reaction the precursor chemisorbs onto the active sites of the substrate. 

This is temperature dependant. When reaction temperatures are too low, precursors might 

condense onto the substrate or the reactions don’t go to completion giving uneven surface 

coatings and might not react with the surface at all. When the temperature is higher than the 

ALD window of a reaction the precursors might desorb from the surface, reducing growth, or 

the precursors might decompose and react on the surface giving uncontrolled growth. 

ALD is a good technique when a nanoscale coating of a material is needed. It has been 

used by Intel for almost a decade to coat transistors with high-K oxides [CI]. ALD deposition 

of high-K oxides was instrumental for transfer from )' nm to C' nm transistor lithography. 

When transferring to the $$ nm lithography another aspect of ALD synthesis was utilised by 

intel. The transistor design was changed to a ?D design requiring deposition of a uniform, pin-

hole free J nm thick film of the gate oxide on a ?D surface. Intel has been producing 

microprocessors with this transistor design with high yields since $%&$ [CJ]. There are several 

examples of coating of battery components to improve performance in research [?', C%, CD]. 

Indeed it is quite common to coat a battery with a thin layer of Al$O? to block dendritic 

growth and increase electrode stability [)]. Coating by ALD is not commercially viable today 

due to cost, but doing so will improve specific capacity due to the reduced layer thickness 

required for uniform coating [CD]. 
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�.# Precursors 

A general overview of the precursors and their structure is shown in Figure ' below. 

Alkoxide precursors are often used in ALD synthesis. When water is pulsed after the alkoxide 

the resulting surface will be hydroxide terminated. When choosing lithium precursors, 

alkoxides will give lithium films with low probability of lithium carbonate contamination [?$]. 

As such, Lithium tert-butoxide is used as the Lithium precursor. Two phosphite precursors 

were investigated in this thesis. Trimethyl phospite (Me?PO?), and Triethyl phosphite, 

(Et?PO?). 

 

Figure 3: Structural formulas of the precursors used in this master thesis. In addition water and ozone 

has been used, and to a small extent Li(thd) 

In ALD there are several established reactions where phosphates and in particular 

trimethyl phosphate (Me?POC) has been used as a phosphorous precursor as mentioned in the 

introduction. An ALD surface is in many cases hydroxide terminated, and the surface 

reactions are between the hydroxide surface and the precursor. Trimethyl phosphate will tend 

to react at one of the phosphate group oxygens in such a case. Trimethyl phosphite on the 

other hand has a phosphorous lone pair, that will tend to be the active site ['%]. This 

difference in reactivity could lead to different products forming, and could change the 

reactivity of existing ALD processes. Performance of Me?PO? as an ALD precursor relative to 

that of Me?POC will be tested in this thesis. If the reactivity is similar both can be interchanged 

in ALD synthesis. The properties of these two chemicals are slightly different. They have a 

similar density, are liquid in the reference state both are skin irritants, They can also give 

serious eye damage. Trimethyl phosphate has a low vapour pressure (&.$ hPa) and frequently 
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requires extra measures to introduce enough vapour for growth by ALD. It is otherwise a 

stable liquid with a flash point at &'% °C. Trimethyl phosphite is very reactive, and will react 

with water.  

�.& Quartz crystal microbalance 

 To analyse film growth and reaction properties an in-situ Quartz crystal microbalance 

(QCM) setup is utilized. Quartz has piezoelectric properties and by exposing a quartz crystal 

to an alternating current, the crystal will start vibrating at its resonant frequency. The 

resonant frequency is dependent on the total mass of the crystal. When the QCM is set up 

inside an ALD reactor, film will be deposited onto the crystal, changing the crystals apparent 

mass for each layer deposited and thereby reducing its resonant frequency according to 

Sauerbrey’s equation ['&].   

∆� = 	− ���
�∆�

����
=	−�Δ�   Equation ? 

Sauerbrey’s equation states that the frequency response (∆f) is related to the crystals resonant 

frequency (f%), the added mass (∆m), the area of the crystal (A), the shear modulus the quartz 

crystal (µ) and its density (ρ). All parameters apart from the mass change are assumed to be 

constant, and are combined into a constant (C). The frequency is logged and by combining the 

log of resonant frequency with the deposition file for the experiment, relative frequency 

response for different reactions can be extracted. The added mass of the deposited films can 

be extracted by combining the total area of the crystal with the change in frequency and the 

film density. It is frequently observed that the response drifts with time in a QCM experiment. 

This drift can have many causes such as increased surface area due to deposition of textured 

films and reactants behaving differently to different surfaces. This is corrected by using an 

internal standard with a known growth rate and density that both grows on the surfaces under 

analysis and does not affect the results. A linear regression is performed on the standard 

points and the whole dataset is corrected. If the density and growth rate of the internal 

standard is known, the frequency change of the standard can be related to the mass change of 

the crystal through the relation shown below to give mass change per area.  

 

∆� = 	 ∆���� !�"!	���� !�"!
∆�	��� !�"!	#$%$&'

	∆�()�*+,   Equation C 
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Where ∆ℎ(#)./)0/ = growth rate per supercycle for the internal standard, 1(#)./)0/ is the 

density of the internal standard material, 	2343+, denotes the length of the internal standard 

supercycle and ∆� equals the frequency change per supercycle internal standard or sample 

material depending on subscript. ∆� denotes the actual mass-change per supercycle of the 

sample material. 

�.+ Spectroscopic ellipsometry 

 Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a non-destructive technique used to measure film 

thickness and refractive index (n) of transparent thin films with a thickness between %.& nm 

and $%% µm thick. The spectral range used is ?J% and D%% nm. Refractive index is usually 

measured at )?$.J nm. This optical measurement technique is an important instrument due 

to the ease of use and quick analysis times. In this thesis, it is used to measure growth rates 

and refractive index. It is also used to check film uniformity to a first approximation. 

 

Figure 2: Working principle of a spectroscopic ellipsometer 

https://www.jawoollam.com/resources/ellipsometry-tutorial/ellipsometry-measurements 

The basic working principle of the spectroscopic ellipsometer is analysing the change in 

polarisation of a linearly polarised light of known wavelength and polarisation that has been 

reflected of the sample to be measured. An amplitude and phase change occurs during 

reflection, resulting in the light becoming elliptically polarised, meaning that the polarized 

light now is out of phase. Refer to Figure ). 

�5 = 6 +	
7
5�
+	 8

59
     Equation '  

 The change in polarisation is then fitted to a Cauchy function to find sample thickness 

and refractive index. The Cauchy parameters A, B and C are fitted to the wavelength, λ, of the 

light and related to the refractive index (n) of the sample through the Cauchy relationship 

given above. 
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�.- Electrochemical characterisation 

Electrical measurement is used to determine redox properties. Analysis is general 

performed by measuring the response of a chemical system when exposed to a variable 

potential or a constant current. The two techniques discussed here are cyclic voltammetry 

(CV) and galvanostatic cycling (GV). Before any of these techniques are performed the zero 

current voltage (%CV) must be measured as it is the baseline and it is the equilibrium 

potential when there is no current flowing in the cell. The measurement is approximated by 

measuring the potential over the electrochemical cell when the closed circuit is connected to a 

resistor with a very high resistance. 

In cyclic voltammetry, current is measured as a function of applied voltage. A minimum 

and maximum voltage is set. The experiment start by measuring %CV, then and the voltage is 

swept at a set rate from the %CV to the maximum voltage, back through the minimum voltage 

to the %CV. A characteristic CV plot is shown in Figure I. CV gives information about the 

redox processes in the system such as the redox potentials and the number of redox reactions 

occurring. The most important features in a CV plot are the forward and reverse peaks, Epf and 

Epr, their separation ∆Ep and the currents at each peak, ip. Eλ marks the maximum potential. 

The current at the peaks are related to the amount of active sites in the reaction. By 

comparing the redox peaks of CV-runs at different sweep rates, the electrochemical 

reversibility of the reaction can be established. If the position of the redox peaks are 

independent of the sweep rate, the reaction is reversible. If the redox return peak disappears 

the reaction is irreversible. If the peak separation (∆E) increases with increasing sweep rate, 

the reaction is quasi-reversible. Most secondary batteries have quasi-reversible properties. 
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Figure #: Typical CV plot with a current plotted as a function of voltage. Important features are 

marked [3&]. 

Galvanostatic cycling measures charge and discharge capabilities of a cell at a constant 

current. A cell is charged and discharged by a pre-set current within two voltage limits. The 

current is usually set in relation to the cells amount of active material. Galvanostatic 

measurements give insight into the specific charge and discharge capacity and cycling stability 

of the cell at different current densities. It is therefore a good method for finding real world 

performance characteristics of a cell. Additional information can be extracted from GV 

discharge curves. During discharge all deviations from the ideal cell potential are losses. The 

main resistances present in a battery are ohmic, kinetic and transport losses. They can be 

visually quantised by a GV figure. When referring to Figure J the voltage drop from %CV to 

the first plateau is the internal resistance potential drop, and polarisation losses can be found 

by comparing measurements at very low currents, approximating the ideal state, to 

measurements at higher currents. 
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Figure *: Galvanostatic discharge curve with indication of typical losses in an electrochemical cell 

that can be quantified by galvanostatic measurements [3+]. 

�.. X-ray Characterisation 

X-ray based characterisation techniques is used throughout the scientific and medical 

disciplines. In this thesis x-rays has been used to study long range structure, diffraction, local 

electronic structure, photon spectroscopy, as well as thin film thickness, reflectivity. Coolidge 

tube is a typical way of producing x-rays in the home laboratory. Here, electrons are 

accelerated towards a metal anode in a high voltage electric field. The electrons collide with 

the metal atoms with such force that they excite their core electrons leaving an electron hole. 

When electrons from the outer shells relax into the available site, X-rays are emitted. Emitted 

X-rays have a broad energy spectrum, bremsstrahlung. The x-ray based methods used in this 

thesis rely on photons from the characteristic anode metal K edge giving high photon flux. 

Depending on the experiment, different metal anodes can be used.  
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�...� X-ray florescence  

X-ray fluorescence is a characterisation technique used to measure relative amounts of 

oxides in a sample. Some of the x-rays excite core electrons into outer shells. When these 

electrons relax into their ground state, the characteristic radiation is emitted. Quantitative 

data can be extracted by analysing the intensities of the characteristic radiation of the sample 

which are a function of the concentrations in the sample. Sample density can also be analysed. 

XRF characterisation is possible on elements heavier than carbon. With lighter elements the 

low amount of electrons per atom gives a low hit probability, and any resulting fluorescence 

will have a long wavelength with a high probability of being absorbed in the sample. XRF is 

used to quantify the relative concentrations of phosphorous and aluminium in the work 

presented in this thesis. 

 

Figur &: The working principle of XRF, showing how incident radiation kicks out an electron and 

characteristic photoelectrons are emitted. Illustration courtesy of http://xrf-spectroscopy.com/. 
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�...� X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS, is a measurement technique for analysing 

chemical composition of surface layers of samples. This is done by irradiating a sample with 

soft X-ray from a Al- or Mg-source. A schematic of an XPS analysis setup is shown in Figure D.  

 

Figure >: XPS setup showing the principal components, and the analysis flow [3�]. 

 These X-ray sources give narrow characteristic Kα&,$ peaks at &CJ).) and &$'?.) eV 

respectively. XPS measures photoelectrons and Auger electrons. Photoelectrons are emitted 

due to X-ray interaction with the inner shells of the atoms, as described by the photoelectric 

effect. Auger electrons are emitted from inner shells of sample atoms when the ionised atoms 

relax to their ground state. These emissions are very sensitive to inelastic collisions and only 

the photons emitted within &% nm of the sample surface will be detected.  
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Figure �?: The photoelectric effect with emission of a photoelectron upon X-ray excitation is shown 

on the left. Release of an Auger electron as an electron relaxes into the electron hole. Image courtesy of 

Spyros Diplas, Sintef.  

The analysis chamber is kept under ultra-high vacuum to minimise the probability of 

atmospheric interactions before hitting the analyser. This also requires that all samples are 

stable in vacuum with no gas emissions. XPS measure the electronic binding energies, Eb, of 

atoms in a sample by measuring the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons, Ek, using the 

relation given below, where ω is instrument specific and Ephoton is the energy of the emitted X-

rays. 

�7 = �*�:#:.	 − 	; −	�< 	  Equation )   

These binding energies are characteristic for the atom and will vary slightly with oxidation 

state. The rewards for using this technique are the quantification elements heavier than 

helium and detailed analysis of surface composition. It is possible to sputter samples to get a 

depth profile of the sample. Sputtering might give rise to errors related to the sputtering such 

as diffusion within the sample. This is especially relevant for lithium containing films due to 

its small size and high mobility. The variation in binding energy will be analysed to determine 

the oxidation state of phosphorous in this thesis. XPS will also be used to give an indication of 

the Lithium content of the thin films. XPS analysis is sensitive to surface contamination. 

Unless special precautions are made, there will be carbon from the normal atmosphere on the 

sample. This can be removed by sputtering, but will induce the error sources mentioned 

above. 
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�...# X-ray reflectivity 

X-ray reflectivity is a characterisation technique used in thin film and surface analysis. In 

XRR the incident X-ray angle starts at an angle lower than the angle for total reflectivity and 

then scans through the total reflectivity. The recording of the intensity of the reflected X-rays 

will oscillate periodically when the beam angle is larger than the critical angle. The periodicity 

of the oscillation is related to the layer thickness, the critical angle is related to the layer 

density and the decay in X-ray intensity as a function of incident angle is related to the layer 

roughness. To extract this information the recorded data is fitted to a model. This technique is 

also suitable for characterising individual layers of multilayer thin films. XRR analysis is 

sensitive to excess roughness in all layer boundaries of a multilayer film, including the surface 

and substrate. Films thicker than '%% nm are normally not measured ['']. 

 

Figure ��: Idealised data from an XRR recording with the parameters used for sample analysis [33]. 

�...& X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray Diffraction can be used to characterise the crystal phase and lattice-parameters of a 

sample material, amongst other things. X-rays are elastically scattered by planes in the sample 

crystal structure, according to Bragg’s equation shown below and illustrated in Figure &$. The 

detector counts x-rays scattered by the sample. The output is a diffractogram where 

reflections are plotted as a function of the angle of the sample in $θ.  

�= = �	 sin A   Equation I   

The Bragg equation (equation I) relates the incoming wavelength (λ) to the interplane 

spacing (d) and the diffraction angle (θ) [')]. All samples in this thesis are amorphous, 

therefore there is very little emphasis on X-ray diffraction in this text.  
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Figure �&: Visualisation of the principles of the Bragg equation [32]. 

�.0 AFM 

Atomic force microscopy is a technique for measuring, imaging and manipulating surfaces 

with very high precision and resolution. AFM is principally relatively simple; a thin tip is fitted 

to the end of a cantilever and the tip scans a surface line by line ['I]. A $D topographical 

image is generated where the contrast of the image is the Z-axis deflection of the tip. The tip is 

commonly a micro machined silicon tip with a diameter around &% nm. The tip is pushed 

towards the sample where it is deflected by the atoms on the surface. A laser is pointed at the 

rear of the cantilever, such that the location of the deflected laser beam can be recorded and 

related to the tip deflection as shown in Figure &?. It is important to remember that even if the 

tip diameter is in the nanometre range, it still is at least a factor &% larger than an atom. This 

will limit the resolution of highly structured materials with for example deep narrow rifts. 

 

Figure �+: Illustration of how AFM tip deflection is recorded. Courtesy of 

http://www.nanoscience.com/technology/afm-technology/how-afm-works/ 
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For thin film analysis, AFM is used for defining surface roughness and crystallite sizes of a 

sample including a topographical image of the surface. From this topographical image, the 

root mean square roughness (RMS) of the area can be calculated. Through AFM only a small 

area of the sample is measured, typically & µm$. Because of this, it is considered good practise 

to perform RMS measurements at different parts of the thin film to confirm that the 

roughness calculated is representative for the whole film. For surfaces containing crystallites, 

their size can be accurately calculated. Also AFM gives an insight into the texture of the 

sample. 

�.2 Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy 

FT Infrared spectroscopy is used for measuring characteristic vibrations from band stretch 

and bending. Infrared radiation is passed through a sample. The sample absorbs the radiation 

at characteristic wavelengths giving a transmission spectrum that can be interpreted as a 

molecular fingerprint of the sample. Different chemical species absorb IR at different 

characteristic wavelengths, and combining the absorption wavelengths and intensities both 

structural and quantitative data can be extracted. FTIR is used advantageous to other IR-

techniques in that a wide spectral range is irradiated simultaneously giving short analysis 

times.  
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# Experimental 

This chapter will give an overview of the instrumentation used for deposition and analysis 

in this thesis. The control software and relevant pre-sets are also introduced. 

#.� ALD 

All deposition experiments were performed using an ASM Microchemistry F-&$% SAT hot 

wall ALD-reactor in a flow setup schematically, as shown in Figure &C. The gas flow was kept at 

$%% cm?/minute outside the reaction chamber and ?%% cm?/minute inside the reaction 

chamber. N$ carrier gas was generated with a Schmidlin-Sirroco ' generator (DD.DDD % Ar + 

N$), with in-line N$-bottles (AGA DD.DDD %) as a backup. The gas is further purified by a 

Mykrolis purifier before entering the reactor keeping O$ and H$O levels below & ppm. Due to 

issues with the nitrogen generator, about half of the experiments were performed using only 

bottled nitrogen. Ozone was generated using an InUSA-AC$%$' O?-generater supplied with 

DD.'% O$ from AGA. The reactor pressure during deposition was kept between ?.% and ?.) 

mBar. 

 

Figure ��: Schematic of a typical ALD flow reactor setup showing two methods of connecting a 

precursor, internally in a boat and externally in a bubbler. The reaction chamber is shown with 

indications of the gas flow direction. Adopted from [3*]. 

#.� Precursors 

Four different ALD precursors have been used in this thesis. They are listed in Table &, 

including supplier, batch number and chemical formula. All precursors except Lithium tert-

butoxide have been kept in external bubblers at room temperature due to them being liquid 

and having sufficient vapour pressure. In addition ozone (O?) and H$O has been used as 

oxygen sources.  
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Table �: Precursors used for ALD synthesis. (*) indicates unspecified data. 

Compound 
Abbrevia

tion 
Linear formula form 

pur
ity 

supplier CAS 
Batch/
Lot# 

Trimethyl 
phosphite 

Me?PO? (CH?)?PO? 
blank 
liquid 

DD 
% 

Sigma-
Aldrich 

&$&-
C'-D 

BCBQ?
CJJV 

Triethyl 
phosphite 

Et?PO? (CH?CH$)?PO? 
blank 
liquid 

DJ 
% 

Sigma-
Aldrich 

&$$-
'$-& 

STBC?
JI%V 

Trimethyl 
aluminium 

TMA Al(CH?)? liquid 
DD 
% 

Sigma-
Aldrich 

I'-
$C-& 

* 

Lithium tert-
Butoxide 

LiO t-Bu LiO(CH?)? 
white 

powder 
DI 
% 

Sigma-
Aldrich 

&D%I-
??-& 

SHBD&
IC'V 

 

Trimethyl phosphite (Me?PO?) has a flash point of $J °C inferring extra safety precaution 

such as using external steel bubblers. The high vapour pressure of $? hPa means that there is 

no need for an additional purge gas or additional heating of the precursor but a needle valve is 

used to reduce the gas flow introduced into the reactor. In addition the vapour has a very 

characteristic smell, and is detectable for humans at very low concentrations (%.& ppb). The 

concentration limit in the working environment is %.' ppm before extra safety precautions are 

required. Exposure to the smell is generally regarded as very unpleasant and might induce 

nausea. In my work the chemicals were stored in a fridge to reduce vapour pressure and the 

precursor holder was a steel container for safety. These precaution made it possible to refill 

precursor bubblers in a normal fume hood. In addition there was installed a simple vapour 

catcher at the pump exhaust intermixing the exhaust with water mist. This catcher together 

with the reduction valve removed all smell during deposition. For added safety these same 

measures were applied for triethyl phosphite (Et?PO?). Due to the lower vapour pressure of  

Et?PO? the needle valve was kept fully open to be certain enough precursor was introduced. 

#.# Spectroscopic ellipsometer 

Films were measured using a Woollam alpha-SE spectroscopic ellipsometer and analysed 

with CompleteEase software. The measurements were performed in the range ?J% and D%% 

nm at a static incident angle of I%° with refractive index recorded at )?$.J nm. The data was 

fitted to a Cauchy function optimised for transparent films on Silicon substrates. 
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#.& X-ray diffractometers 

For X-ray diffraction, we used a Bruker AZS DJ discover diffractometer in reflection mode 

with a Cu K-α& source purified by a Ge(&&&) monochromator and detected with a LynxEye 

detector. For XRR  and GIXRD thin film analysis a PANalytical Empyrion diffractometer was 

used with optics comprising of a Goebels mirror with &/?$° divergence slit for the primary 

beam optics. The diffracted beam passes a %.$I° parallel plate collimator and %.%C Soller slits. 

An XRR slit is inserted when performing XRR analysis. The XRR data was analysed with 

Panalytical X'pert Reflectivity software. Structure analysis from GIXRD was performed using 

DIFFRAC.EVA from Bruker. 

#.+ X-ray photoelectron spectroscope 

XPS measurements were performed on Thermo Scientific Theta Probe Angle-resolved X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectrometer. The X-ray source was monochromatic Al Kα (&CJ).)  eV) with a 

spot size diameter of C%% µm. The experiments and quantifications were performed by PhD 

student Kristian Weibye. 

#.- Fourier transfer infrared spectroscope 

IR spectroscopy was performed using a Vertex J% FTIR instrument from Bruker. The 

spectra were recorded using the OPUS software package. The films for analysis by FTIR were 

deposited onto undoped Si-substrates. Undoped substrates are used to minimise absorption 

from dopants in the substrates.  

#.. Quartz crystal microbalance 

When performing QCM analysis, a special crystal holder replaces the reaction chamber in 

the reactor. This crystal holder is designed and built in-house and thus differs slightly from 

commercial crystal holders. The difference is mainly that the whole crystal is exposed to the 

gas stream in the in-house design, depositing films onto both sides of the crystal. The in-house 

design holds two crystals, giving independent signals from the front- and rear of the reaction 

chamber. A schematic illustration of the in-house crystal clamping design is shown in Figure 

&'. The quartz crystals used are Infineon ) MHz AT cut crystals, oscillated by PLO-&%i phase 

lock oscillators connected to a Maxtek TM-C%% thickness monitor. The resonant frequency of 

the crystals is recorded by a LabVIEW program made in-house. 
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Figure �3: Schematic of the QCM attachment mechanisms. Note that both sides of the crystal are 

exposed to the gas stream, adopted from [�2]. 

Al$O? is used as the internal standard for the QCM experiments in this thesis. The 

parameters used when converting the data from frequency change to mass change per area are 

based on XRR-data and are given below: 

ρ = ?.' g/cm? Δh/cycle = &.?' nm/cycle cycle length = I s 

These parameters are used whenever there are reported QCM results in this thesis and are 

combined with equation C in section $.C. 

#.0 Atomic force microscope 

For AFM imaging a Park Systems XE-I% microscope was used. To reduce background 

vibrations the whole instrument is located in an anechoic box and samples are placed onto an 

anti-vibration holder. The experiments were performed in non-contact mode using a non-

contact high resolution tip from Park Systems. The AFM is controlled by XEP software and 

data processing was performed using Gwyddion ['D]. 

#.2 Electrical measurements 

Electrical measurements of the performance of LiPO as a interphase material between the 

cathode and electrolyte were performed by depositing different thicknesses of LiPO-thin 

film onto commercial LiFePOC cathode tape from MTI corporation[)%]. This tape was 

then assembled in a CR$%?$ coin cell with metallic Lithium as the anode and LiPF) as the 

electrolyte. An overview of the chemicals are given in Table $ below. Galvanostatic 

measurements and cyclic voltammetry was performed on a MPG$ probostat from 

BioLogic using EC-Lab software. Results from these measurements are presented in the 

results section. 
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Table &: Chemicals used in CR&?+& batteries. 

Compound 
Abbrevi

ation 
Linear 

formula 
form purity supplier CAS 

Batch/Lo
t# 

Lithium (m) Li (m) Li solid DD,D% % 
Sigma-
Aldrich 

IC?D-D?-$ 
SHBBD&C

$V 
& M 

lithiumhexafluoroph
osphate in etylene 

carbonate : dimethyl 
carbonate &:& w:w 

LP?% LiPF) liquid 

<$% ppm 
H$O < 
'% ppm 

HF 

Merck 
$&?$C-C%-

? 
D%&%%?)

J$J 
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& Results 

This chapter presents the results from the experiments detailed in the experimental 

chapter with a basis in the motivation for this section. The results for the LiPO system are 

presented first, then the AlPO system. Characterisation and electrical measurements are 

presented in their own subsections for each system. Comparisons of the systems performance 

with references to literature will be done in the discussion chapter. 

Precursor pulse parameters not under investigation were chosen from previous experience 

in the research group based on the same equipment and configuration, see Table ?. 

Table +: Overview of predefined subcycle reaction parameters for ALD. 

Subcycle Cation Purge Anion Purge 

TMA + H$O %.' ? %.' $.' 

Li OtBu + H$O ' $ %.' $.' 

Li(thd) + O? ' $ %.' $.' 

 

To establish the feasibility of trimethyl- and ethyl-phosphite as precursors for ALD, methyl 

phosphite was tested together with known processes for aluminium phosphate and iron 

phosphate, replacing the known phosphate precursor. These initial experiments gave 

promising results. Further investigation was performed by in-situ QCM to find good starting 

parameters and to decide between ozone and water as anion precursors for the phosphite 

subcycle. The results were used to deposit films to optimise for uniform growth throughout 

the reaction chamber. A final QCM-experiment was performed to define the reaction 

parameters for both phosphite precursors used throughout the thesis.  
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&.� Lithium Phosphite (LiPO) 

Lithium phosphite was deposited using a supercycle comprising of two subcycles, one for 

Lithium and one for Phosphorous. As with the AlPO system, the focus is on the second 

subcycle and its interaction with the first subcycle. The supercycle is as follows;  

&: LiO(CH?)? – purge – H$O – Purge 

$: Me?PO?/ Et?PO? – purge – H$O - Purge 

The Lithium phosphite system was explored after it was established through QCM and 

ellipsometry that trimethyl phosphite (Me?PO?) reacted with an aluminium hydroxide surface 

to give aluminium phosphite films using ALD. The lithium precursor used is lithium tert-

butoxide one of the common Lithium precursors for lithium ALD [?&, ?$]. Results from the 

experiments using Me?PO? as a phosphorous precursor will be presented before results from 

using the Et?PO? precursor are presented. The last section will comprise of characterisation of 

both systems. 

&.�.� Trimethyl Phosphite (Me#PO#) 

An in-situ QCM analysis was performed to investigate how the different precursors 

interact and give an insight into proper reaction parameters. The results from the reaction 

analysis are shown in Figure &). Here, the pulse and purge times are very long to allow for time 

to saturation and to shed light on how the reactants interact. Three different cycle 

compositions were tried, and an overview including the mass change per cycle of each 

composition is given in Table C. Pulsing water after each precursor enhanced the growth, and 

referring to Figure &), water reacts with the surface when pulsed into the reaction chamber. 

The results from the reaction parameter analysis are shown in Figure &I, where the different 

pulse and purge lengths are plotted as a function of the added mass per area of the QCM 

crystal. From this, a pulse and purge time of & second for Me?PO? seems appropriate.  

Table �: Supercycle compositions tested for the LiPO system, including average mass change of three 

replicates. 

Supercycle 
Average ∆m 

(ng/(cm$ cycle)) 
Standard deviation 

LiOtBu  + H$O + Me?PO? + H$O &'.? &.&& 

LiOtBu + Me?PO? + H$O &$.$ &.$? 

LiOtBu  + H$O + Me?PO? J.I &.%C 
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Figure �2: Mass variations during reactivity analysis of the LiPO supercycle using QCM using 

trimethyl phosphite as the phosphorous precursor. The central line is the mean response over �2 repeated 

supercycles. The outer lines indicate the standard deviations. Dashed lines indicate pulse start and 

dotted lines purge start. 

When tested on a Si-substrate under normal deposition conditions, the pulse parameters 

had to be increased to $ seconds and the purge to ? seconds to obtain uniform films. This 

pulse length also has the highest Me?PO? subcycle mass change as seen Table '. These 

optimised parameters are used throughout the thesis.  

Table 3: Mass change per pulse and purge subcycle for different pulse lengths of Me+PO+ as measured 

by QCM. 

Me?PO? pulse 
time (s) 

∆m Li subcycle 
(ng/(cm$cycle)) 

∆m  Me?PO? subcycle 
(ng/(cm$cycle)) 

Supercycle 
(ng/(cm$cycle)) 

%.$' ??.&J -&.'D ?&.'D 

%.' &'.J% -&.JD &?.D& 

&.% D.)$ $.$? &&.J' 

$.% C.)$ ).$J &%.D% 

?.% I.$) ?.?) &%.)$ 
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A series of LiPO thin films were deposited on Si-substrates to define the stability window 

of the reaction. The temperature window for the LiPO process was measured on films with 

$'% supercycles deposited, using $$' °C as the baseline temperature with a resolution of 

$' °C. The results are shown in Figure &JA. A profile of growth rate as a function of film 

thickness was constructed with $$' °C as the reaction temperature. This profile is shown in 

Figure &JB. Both the temperature- and thickness-profiles were deposited on Si-substrates 

where one experiment corresponds to one data point. It is expected that the number of cycles 

should have a linear relationship with the resulting film thickness. An ideal temperature 

profile should have a plateau with constant growth rate over a temperature-range, and 

diverging growth rates outside this temperature range. The observed profile is relatively 

constant over a large temperature range, although somewhat elevated at &I' °C. 
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Figure �#: Pulse length analysis of the Me+PO+ subcycle in the LiPO system performed using in-situ 

QCM. O+ is the oxygen source in (A) and H&O in (B). Pulse lengths are plotted as a function of the 

quartz crystals frequency response. The squares indicate pulse and circles indicate purge parameters 

tested. The deviations are the standard deviations of four replicates at each point.  

Figure �*: Thickness profile (A) and temperature profile (B)  of LiPO using Me+PO+ as the phospite 

precursor when depositing film on Si-substrates. Measured using spectroscopic ellipsometry. 
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A QCM experiment was performed to analyse how the LiPO system responds to changing 

the subcycle composition from pure lithium tert-butoxide subcycle, via &:& Li:P subcycles to 

pure trimethyl phosphite subcycle. As seen in Figure &D, maximum growth is at pure lithium 

subcycle and D:& phosphorous to lithium subcycle. The peak at pure lithium subcycle is 

probably due to Li-OH forming and that the film absorbs water during growth. The origin 

behind the other peak is not known at present, but it is assumed that the flat region in the 

middle indicate a stable reaction realm. This will be mentioned in the discussion chapter. 

 

Figure �>: Mass change per Lithium subcycle as recorded by QCM when changing the supercycle 

composition from pure PO+-subcycle to pure Li-Subcycle. The dots indicate average response, and the 

standard deviation is the reported error bars.  
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&.�.� Triethyl phosphite (Et#PO#) 

Triethyl phosphite (Et?PO?) was tested as a precursor for the LiPO-system in the same way 

as Me?PO?. The reactivity of the supercycle was first tested using in-situ QCM, as shown in 

Figure $%. As with Me?PO?, several supercycle compositions were tested and resulting in the 

same conclusion that both water pulses should be kept. The responses are listed in Table ). 

After initial analysis, another in-situ QCM experiment was performed to determine the 

optimised reaction parameters, Figure $&. The optimal parameters seem to be & second for 

both pulse and purge 

Table 2: Supercycles tested for the LiPO system using Et+PO+ as the phosphite precursor. 

Supercycle 
Average ∆m 

(ng/cm$) 
Standard deviation 

LiO(CH?)?  + H$O + Et?PO? + H$O &D.D $.I 

LiO(CH?)?  + Et?PO? + H$O &?.J &.D 

LiO(CH?)?  + H$O + Et?PO? &&.' &.? 
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Figure &?: Results from QCM reactivity test of the LiPO supercycle using triethyl phosphite as the 

phosphorous precursor reported as mass change over deposition time. The thick line is the mean 

response over �? repetitions and the outer lines indicate the standard deviation. Dashed lines indicate 

pulse start and dotted lines purge start. 

 

 

Figure &�: QCM pulse and purge response for the Et+PO+ subcycle when changing the pulse parameter, 

red, and purge parameter, black. The results are reported in mass change per cm
&
 per supercycle. 
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Reaction parameters from the QCM experiments were chosen when depositing films onto 

silicon substrates. & second pulse and purge for Et?PO? was chosen, and gave uniform film on 

the substrates. These parameters were used when finding the temperature and growth profile 

of this system. The results are shown in Figure $$. The results show that the growth rate is 

very low at temperatures below $%% °C and rapidly increasing with temperature beyond 

$%% °C. The increased growth rate is higher than expected for ALD, and films deposited at 

$'% °C and higher had severe gradients not shown in the standard deviation due to issues with 

being able to measure the samples by spectroscopic ellipsometry because of the high film 

roughness. The film probably absorbs a lot of water during deposition, and is probably mainly 

Li$CO?. 

 

Figure &&: Growth rate and refractive index as a function of deposition temperature for LiPO 

deposited onto silicon substrates using triethyl phosphite as the phosphorous precursor. The 

uncertainties are the standard deviations for measurements through the length and width of the reaction 

chamber. 
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&.�.# Characterisation 

XPS analysis was performed on LiPO films to determine composition of the film, and to 

analyse the oxidation state of Phosphorus through the binding energy of the phosphorous 

peak. The results are shown in Table I. When looking at phosphorous content, it is apparent 

that the films deposited using triethyl phosphite as the phosphorous precursor contains little 

to no phosphorous, and increasing temperature leads to increasing amounts of carbon at the 

cost of oxygen in the film surface. When using trimethyl phosphite as the phosphorous 

precursor there is phosphorous in the film and the concentration is doubled when going from 

&I' °C to $$' °C compensated by a reduction in lithium and oxygen content. XRF is unable to 

characterise elements other than P in this system and is therefore not performed. 

 

Figure &+: XPS peaks for the LiPO system. Me+PO+ is the precursor for KBK&?>2 and KBK&��+, for 

KBK&?3+ it is Et+PO+. 
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Table #: Surface composition of the films as measured by XPS. 

Experiment Product 
Deposition 

temperature 
(°C) 

%at 
P 

%at 
Li 

%at 
O 

%at 
C 

%at 
Cl 

KBK&?&3 
LiPO 

(Me?PO?) 
&I'  C.'& ??.'D C?.?% &I.IJ %.J& 

KBK&?&3 
LiPO 

(Me?PO?) 
&I' C.'& ??.'D C?.?% &I.IJ %.J& 

KBK&?>2 
LiPO 

(Me?PO?) 
$$' D.%D ?%.J' C&.DC &J.&? % 

KBK&��+ 
(battery) 

LiPO 
(Me?PO?) 

$$' D.)C ?C.'& C).'D D.$) % 

KBK&?+2 
LiPO 

(Et?PO?) 
&I' %.$J ??.%? C'.$? $&.?J %.%J 

KBK&?3+ 
LiPO 

(Et?PO?) 
$$' %.%% ?&.%' C$.?I $).'D % 

&.�.& Topography 

Surface analysis was performed by AFM on LiPO thin films with thicknesses %.) nm, $.% 

nm $&.& nm and I'.$ nm. Table J gives insight to the root mean square (RMS) roughness of the 

films. The roughness is calculated by analysing RMS roughness measurements from four 

different locations on each sample. The standard deviations of these measurements are also 

shown. AFM images from the analysis are shown in Figure $C. The film seems to compose of 

many small grains rather than one uniform film. This is consistent with research on Li?POC 

films deposited by ALD using Lithium tert-butoxide as a lithium precursor [$J]. A ?D-

perspective of the surface of the thickest film is shown in Figure $' to illustrate the crystallite 

structure of the thicker films. 

Table *: RMS roughness of LiPO films with different thicknesses as measured by AFM. The number of 

supercycles per deposition is also reported. 

Film RMS roughness Supercycles 

LiPO %.) nm %.JI nm $ 

LiPO ?.' nm &.%C nm &% 

LiPO $&.? nm C.D& nm $'% 

LiPO I'.$ nm I.)) nm I'% 
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Figure &�: Topography of the LiPO film surfaces with increasing number of cycles as measured by 

AFM. Clockwise from top left the films have a thickness of ?.2, +.3, &�.+ and #3.& nm. 

 

Figure &3: +D perspective of the &�.+ nm LiPO thin film presented in Figure &�D. The image indicates 

several ridges that grow along the same axis of the film. This axis might be the scan direction of the AFM 

tip. The perspective view underlines the roughness of the film. 
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&.�.+ Crystallinity 

The LiPO films seem amorphous as deposited when analysed using X-ray diffraction. 

There is something visible at $&.D and ''.$ $θ. The peak at $&.D $θ could correspond to the 

(&&%) peak of β-Li?POC [)&], but it is likely to be background. The peak at ''.$ $θ and the peak 

marked by (*) is the Si (%%$) peak from the substrate.   

 

Figure &2: XRD with intensity as a function of &θ for as deposited LiPO at &&3 °C measured with Cu Kα� 

radiation. 
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&.�.- Electrochemical characterisation 

An experiment series was performed where very thin LiPO films were deposited onto 

LiFePOC cathode tape [)%]. This tape was then dried overnight at &$% °C under vacuum and 

assembled into a CR$%?$ coin cell as described in the experimental section. The film 

thicknesses tested were %.), &.&, &.), $.&, ?.' and C?.' nm corresponding to $, C, ), J, &% and $'% 

supercycles of LiPOx and a reference tape. The reference tape is heated in the ALD reactor to 

the same temperature as the other tapes to be certain that all the tapes are equal. It is possible 

that the cathode material was affected by the high temperatures in the reactor. One battery 

from each film thickness was measured using cyclic voltammetry and a summary of the data is 

given in Figure $I. Cyclic voltammetry was performed by first setting the sweep rate relatively 

low at %.%& mV/s and repeating this sweep a total of ten times. When this was completed, the 

sweep rate was increased to %.%' mV/s and finally to %.& mV/s to check the electrochemical 

reversibility of the redox reaction. The results show that coating the cathode with thin layers 

of LiPO increases the electrochemical performance of the cell at low to medium currents. 

Thicker layers do not benefit the electrochemical cell. 

Two types of galvanostatic measurements were performed; one to analyse the stability at 

different currents and another to analyse the stability at constant current over '%% 

galvanostatic cycles. The results from galvanostatic cycling of the batteries at different 

currents are presented in Figure $J.  There were &% replicates at each current before the 

current was doubled. A final run at $% mA/g was performed to check the battery stability. 

When performing galvanostatic cycling with increasing current, the cell with $'% layers 

deposited failed due to an overcurrent error, thus that data is unfortunately not available.  

From Figure $J it is clear that coating the cathode with LiPO affects the cycling stability of the 

cell. It appears that adding six or fewer layers enhances capacity retention, this is best seen 

when the current is set to C% mA/g and for the $% mA/g repeat cycling. In Figure $D detailed 

discharge curve for each cell is given for the first discharge at J% mA/g (A) and the last 

discharge at $% mA/g (B) on the repeat cycling. At J% mA/g the cells with six and four layers 

of LiPO outperform the reference cell.  
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Figure &#: Cyclic voltammetry measurements of CR&?+& using a LiPO cathode barrier layer. The 

figures labelled ?.?&, ?.?3 and ?.� mV/s show response as a function of barrier thickness. The four layer 

barrier is shown with response at different sweep rates in “� Layers”. Two figures at the bottom show the 

fourth and ninth CV sweep at ?.?& mV/s.  
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Figure &*: Galvanostatic cycling of CR&?+& batteries with specific capacity as a function of cycle 

number. LiFePO� cathodes coated with different thicknesses of LiPO film. 

 

Figure &> Potential vs. Li/Li
+
 as a function of specific capacity (mAh/g) with LiFePO� cathodes coated 

with different thicknesses of LiPO film. A refers to the first discharge at *? mA/g. B refers to the tenth 

discharge at &? mA/g. Note the different x-axes on the two diagrams. 
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The coated cathodes were galvanostatically cycled '%% times at &'% mA/g to characterise 

the long term cycling stability of the cells. Results from the galvanostatic cycle life up to '%% 

cycles are given in Figure ?%. When comparing these results, some trends are revealed. Initial 

capacity is reduced when the number of LiPO layers increases, but stabilise around the same 

specific capacity at &'% to $'% cycles depending on the number of layers. Adding a thick film 

of $'% layers, or C$ nm, significantly reduces specific capacity. In retrospect, the current of &'% 

mA/g might have been too high to see any clear differences for the coated cathodes. The high 

currents does give insight into cell stability when the cells are working outside their optimal 

parameters. 

 

Figure +?: Galvanostatic cycling of CR&?+& batteries with a LiFePO� cathode coated with different 

layer thicknesses of LiPOx. The batteries are cycled 3?? times between &,3 and �,&V at �3? mA/g.
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&.�  Aluminium phosphite (AlPO#) 

Aluminium phosphite was deposited using two subcycles combined to a supercycle. The 

subcycles are:  

The first subcycle is an established process for aluminium oxide, and has been shown to 

interact with several other systems to give aluminium containing products [C$, )$]. The 

second subcycle is the one explored in this thesis, and is subject to optimisation and analysis. 

The precursors used to deliver the phosphite anion are trimethyl phosphite, and triethyl 

phosphite. As has been shown, triethyl phosphite did not perform as expected when 

depositing it conjunction with the lithium subcycle, and is therefore not used for the AlPO 

product. Trimethyl aluminium (TMA) was used as the aluminium precursor. 

A reaction analysis of the Aluminium Phosphite system was performed using in-situ QCM 

to give an overview of how the Me?PO? precursor interacted with a known surface, Al-OH in 

this case. This was performed by using a long Me?PO? pulse and purge sequence in an ALD 

supercycle and logging the frequency response during growth. The reaction temperature was 

set to $$' °C. Also included was analysis of using Ozone as the anion precursor. This was later 

abandoned due to the increased risk of changing the oxidation state of phosphorous during 

deposition. The reduced growth rates when using ozone and the good results when using 

water as the anion precursor confirmed that decision. Results from this analysis are shown in 

Figure ?&. The mass gain during Me?PO? exposure is significant, and confirms that Me?PO? 

reacts with the Al-OH surface. As can be seen, the Me?PO? reactions are much slower than for 

the other precursors, and giving good response. A similar analysis was performed using ozone 

in combination with water in the pulse immediately after the phosphite purge, this 

experiment was not significantly different to the figure presented here.  

&: TMA – purge – H$O – Purge 

$: ME?PO? – purge – H$O - Purge 
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Figure +�: Initial QCM analysis showing mass increase during growth of AlPO as a function of time. 

The dashed vertical lines indicate pulse start, and the dotted lines pulse stop. 

Optimal reaction parameters for the Me?PO? subcycle were determined while optimising the 

LiPO? system, Figure &I. Those parameters were tested and confirmed to work on the AlPO 

supercycle. The temperature profile as well as the growth rate versus supercycles deposited 

was investigated using the optimised reaction parameters. Unless otherwise stated the 

reaction temperature was set to $$' °C. For defining the reaction window, films were 

deposited onto Si-substrates at different temperatures and thicknesses as shown in Figure ?$. 

The growth rate is relatively stable as a function of thickness at around %.%D nm per cycle. 

There is a difference in refractive index when going from $%% to )%% cycles, corresponding to 

a film thickness of &D nm and '% nm respectively. This transition could indicate a transition 

from a surface dominated film to a film with bulk-like properties, or that the refractive index 

is difficult to determine when the sample material is very thin. Also relevant is that the 

refractive index is lower than the refractive index for pure Al$O? films deposited on the same 

reactor with the same reaction parameters, confirming that the product is significantly 

different. The measured refractive index for Al$O? is &.)C compared to around &.'I for 

deposited AlPO. The refractive index of AlPOC is listed as &.'C) in reference tables. 
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Figure +&: Growth rate as a function of film thickness (A) and reaction temperature (B) of AlPO with 

Me+PO+ as the phosphite precursor. The solid lines indicate growth rate trends while the dotted lines 

indicate refractive index, as measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The uncertainties are the standard 

deviations through the reaction chamber measured as described in the experimental section. 

 

A compostion analysis was performed to characterise the effects of the composition of 

subcycles per supercycle. The range tested was between a & : D and a D : & Al : P subcycle ratio, 

Figure ??. An in-situ QCM analysis was also performed to give more datapoints in the 

composition range and give a clearer indication of the trends. These results are shown in 

Figure ?C below and support the trend from the depositions when correcting for the number 

of aluminium subcycles per supercycle by dividing the growth rates per supercycle by the 

number of aluminium subcycles in the same supercycle. 
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Figure ++: The dependence between the relative number of Me+PO+ + H&O subcycles per supercycle 

and the resulting growth rate and refractive index. 

 

Figure +�: In-situ QCM analysis showing the growth rate per TMA subcycle per supercycle as the number 

of TMA subcycle is varied. The growth rate is highest for the pure Al&O+ subcycle and zero for the pure 

phosphite subcycle. The uncertainties are the standard deviations of four replicates at each point. 
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&.# AlPO characterisation 

Results from characterisation of the AlPO thin films will be presented in this section. 

Including XRF, XPS, FTIR, AFM and XRD analysis. 

&.#.� XRF 

The relative amounts of P and Al in deposited thin films were measured using XRF. 

Changes in composition were measured when the relative amounts of each subcycle were 

changed between &:D and D:& and when changing the reaction temperature. The XRF results 

are shown in Figure ?'. The results show that the phosphorous content increases linearly with 

temperature, and that phosphorous content is dependent on temperature, up to a reaction 

temperature of $$' °C, increasing the temperature beyond this does not increase the 

phosphorous concentration.  

 

 

 

Figure +3: Results from XRF-analysis. Figure A relates the ratio of phosphite and aluminium subcycles 

to the amount of phosphorus in the film. Figure B, the subcycle composition is �:� but the reaction 

temperature is varied between �#3 – &#3°C. 

&.#.� XPS 

Supplementary measurements were performed using XPS to quantify the film composition 

in the top layer of the deposited film; the results are given in Table D. The results indicate a 

low phosphorus concentration in the films. Quantification shows a high carbon 

contamination in the top layer of more than $'%. The overall concentration is similar to 

Anders Pettersen’s AlPO, which was deposited using POCl? as the phosphorous precursor and 
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measured by XPS together with KBK$%I& and KBK$%II. KBK$%I& is deposited with a & : & 

phosphorous to aluminium subcycle ratio and KBK $%II with a D : & phosphorous to 

aluminium subcycle ratio. Both are deposited at $$' °C and are deposited using &%%% 

supercycles.  Detailed scans are performed for Al, P, O and C for quantification, and are shown 

in Figure ?). With increasing phosphorous content all peaks ,apart from the carbon peak, shift 

slightly. The carbon peak is used for spectrum calibration and will therefore not shift. 

Table >: composition of AlPO thin films as measured by XPS. 

Experiment Product Temperature %at P %at O %at C %at Al %at Cl 

KBK&?#� AlPO $$' '.'& CI.%I $C.$' $?.&I 
 

KBK&?## AlPO $$' D.%) CD.D) $&.'C &D.C? 
 

Pettersen AlPO $%% ).D& '&.J $&.)& &J.C? &.? 

 

 

Figure +2: XPS peaks for AlPO thin films as deposited. KBK &?#� is a deposition with � : � subcycle 

composition, and KBK&?## has a > : � P : Al subcycle composition. 
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FTIR 

FTIR analysis of AlPO is given in Figure ?I. The absorption at around &$'% cm-$ is assigned 

to P=O stretching [)?] and around D'% to Al-O stretch [)C]. The data itself is of relatively low 

resolution due to the limited film thickness of around J% nm. FTIR analysis was performed to 

find the band vibrations around phosphorous. This was not fully performed due to time 

constraints and the relatively low resolution. 

 

Figure +#: FTIR of AlPO reported as absorbance as a function of wavelength in the range �?? – �2?? 

cm
-� 

&.#.# Topography  

Topography of the AlPO films was measured by AFM. Presented in Figure ?J are results 

from an aluminium oxide thin film of $I nm and an AlPO-film with a thickness of J).C nm as 

measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. These results are presented in order to see any 

relevant changes in topography between an ALD film known to be uniform and adding the 

phosphite subcycle to the same system. It is readily apparent that the roughness increases 

somewhat when depositing AlPO compared to Al$O?, and there seems to be some small beads 

forming on the AlPO. These results will be further discussed in the next chapter. The RMS 

roughness of the AlPO film is %.') nm, compared to %.%I nm for Al$O?. This is still a relatively 

low roughness as shown in Figure ?J. The AFM measurements show some scaring from the 

instrument, these scars were visible at all measurements of the AlPO films. 
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Figure +*: Topography of an AlPO thin film (A) and an Al&O+ thin film (B) as measured by AFM.  

&.#.& Crystallinity 

X-ray analysis was performed on AlPO thin films with a thickness of &$J nm using both the 

routine XRD instrument and Gracing incidence XRD. The conclusion from this analysis is that 

the film is amorphous even when heated to )%% °C and &%%% °C in a normal atmosphere using 

a RTP. The results are shown in Figure ?D. 

 

Figure +>: XRD with intensity as a function of &θ measured with Cu Kα� radiation analysis for AlPO 

films deposited at &&3 °C on films as deposited and annealed at 2?? °C. 
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+ Discussion 

This discussion will include the most relevant results presented in this work and relate 

them to literature presented in chapter &. The reactivity of the phosphite precursor and 

characterisation of the products resulting from its inclusion into the AlPO and LiPO systems, 

including topography and morphology will be discussed before finally the electrochemical 

performance of LiPO as a barrier material for Li-ion battery cathodes is presented. 

Throughout this thesis there has been a latent question of the reaction stability and the 

reactivity of the phosphite precursors and how they perform relative to trimethyl phosphate 

(Me?POC) in ALD synthesis. The ALD reactions performed in this thesis have been tertiary 

reactions where a metal precursor is reacted with an oxygen precursor, then another metal 

reactant and another oxygen precursor. This discussion will be limited to the reactions where 

the oxygen precursor is H$O.  

+.� QCM 

The first results presented for each system is an in-situ QCM reactivity analysis where the 

phosphite pulses and purges are very long relative to what is used in later depositions. This 

additional length will give an indication of how and if the reactions saturate. There is a clear 

indication of desorption if there is a large mass loss on the subsequent purge. If the mass is 

reduced during the water pulse this probably indicates reaction with the substitution of a 

methyl group with a proton.  

In the LiPO QCM analysis, the Me?PO? pulse does not appear to saturate during pulse but 

has a significant mass loss during purge. This indicates that even though an apparent 

saturation is not evident, the majority of the Me?PO? is physisorbed. Such behaviour can mask 

a real saturative behaviour. An indication that the growth is self-limiting is given in the 

analysis in Figure &I where the overall growth rate reaches a plateau after about one second. 

An enhanced growth is in fact observed for shorter pulsing and purging times. This is 

somewhat surprising and can be an effect of absorption of one of the precursors in the bulk of 

the sample during growth, followed by insufficient purging. There are clearer signs for 

saturation when Et?PO? is used as precursor, and it also appear that the overall growth is 

slower. This may be due to a lower overall vapour pressure of Et?PO? as compared to Me?PO? 

($.) hPa versus $? hPa).  
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When water is pulsed after the Me?PO? purge, an apparent initial mass loss is observed. 

This is significantly larger for the Et?PO? system, as will be covered later. This initial mass loss 

most probably stems from a ligand substitution of methyl groups with hydroxyls or protons. 

The fact that a much larger mass loss is observed for the Et?PO? system is coherent with the 

larger mass of the ethyl group that is substituted. Following this mass loss is a significant mass 

increase during the subsequent water pulse for both types of phosphorous precursor. This 

indicates that water is physisorbed and most probably absorbed into the bulk of the material 

judging from the magnitude of the signal. Most of this is lost during the subsequent purge. For 

both precursor systems, LiOtBu (lithium tert butoxide) appears to saturate well, although a 

notable mass loss is observed during the subsequent purge. The appearance of the following 

water pulse is similar for both systems, indicating an initial notable mass loss due to the 

difference in mass of the LiOtBu ligand and the hydroxyl group. This is followed by a 

significant mass increase, indicating absorption of water, followed by a notable mass reduction 

during its purge. Such appearance is consistent with the reservoir effect type of growth. The 

total mass gain for a supercycle is around $' ng/cm$, and the relative mass gain of the LiOtBu 

subcycle is about &.C indicating that both products have reacted and remain in the film. 

During the Me?PO? pulse in the AlPO QCM analysis, there seems to be two distinct 

growth regions. During the first ? seconds there is one linear ∆m/s increase, and at about five 

seconds ∆m/s increases significantly. This could be a transition from the region where the Al : 

P ratio is $ : & to a region where the ratio approaches & : &, maybe even passing the & : & ratio. 

This is further emphasised by the fact that during the subsequent purge and water pulse there 

is no significant mass loss, indicating that water does not absorb into the bulk of the film. 

Phosphorous and aluminium have similar atomic mass at ?&.% and $I.% g/mole, respectively. If 

the total mass increase of the Me?PO? pulse is &.&' times larger than the mass increase of the 

TMA pulse, this could indicate a & : & stoichiometry. The TMA subcycle has a mass gain of '$ 

ng/cm$ and the Me?PO? subcycle a mass gain of )J ng/cm$. The relative mass gain is &.?, and 

the product of when depositing a long Me?PO? pulse could have a & : & P : Al ratio. The total 

mass change for the AlPO (Me?PO?) supercycle is &$% ng/cm$ as seen in Figure ?&. These 

extended reaction parameters will hopefully be tested in the future. 
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+.� Characterisation 

One of the main questions during deposition of these materials is identification of the type 

of materials deposited and their stoichiometry. Tightly connected to this is also the obtained 

oxidation state of phosphorous after the deposition. This section first compares the results 

from the LiPO and AlPO to each other before involving comparable processes reported in the 

literature, presented in chapter &. 

+.�.� Lithium phosphite 

XPS characterisation was performed on a representative sample in the LiPO systems based 

on trimethyl phosphite to obtain information on the type of material deposited. The results 

are shown in Table I and reproduced in Table &%. The atomic composition as measured by 

XPS is ?.C : & : C.), Li : P : O for a representative deposition of $'% supercycles of LiPO using 

the Me?PO? precursor at a deposition temperature of $$' °C. It is apparent that the 

phosphorous content is slightly low compared to the stoichiometric values for Li?POC. The 

excess carbon content can stem from surface contaminations and from unreacted methyl 

groups. In case of the latter, an even higher phosphorous content would have been 

anticipated. Disregarding the carbon content, it is possible to decouple the obtained 

stoichiometry to a composition of Li?POC + %.$Li$CO?. In this case, all phosphorus has been 

oxidised to P(V) and there is a lot of unaccounted carbon in the sample. If unreacted Me-

groups are allowed, and the oxidation state remains at P(III), an overall composition of 

Li$.??Me%.)IPO? + %.'?Li$CO? can be obtained. The latter suggestion sums up to the equivalent 

of &%.D at% C, which leaves an additional I.$ at% C to be unaccounted. The carbon content is 

nevertheless uncertain due to contaminations from the ambient. It is in fact not unlikely that 

there are unreacted methyl groups in the final product if the oxidation stat of phosphorous is 

maintained. This relates to formation of phosphonates when P(OMe)? is reacted with water. 

The methyl, or a proton will then be rearranged and be bonded directly to phosphorous. The 

QCM analysis performed in Figure &D in the results chapter show that it is possible to 

somewhat change the subcycle composition to improve stoichiometry, but the uncertainties 

are large and deviating much from the & : & subcycle composition could lead to an unstable 

process Another possibility is increasing the Me?PO? pulse times, seeing as the results from the 

QCM reactivity analysis allow it. 

 A relatively similar composition is obtained when compared to the results from literature 

for ALD deposition of Li?POC [$J, ?'] using Lithium tert-butoxide and trimethyl phosphate as 

precursors the composition is very similar. The ratio of Lithium to phosphorous is reported in 
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the range of $.J to ?.$ depending on deposition temperature Table &% sums up the different 

results. Biqiong used XPS for chemical quantification [?'], like in this work, and the results 

should be comparable. Hämäläinen’s group used time of flight elastic recoil detection analysis 

(TOF-ERDA) to quantify the film composition[$J]. TOF-ERDA is considered more accurate 

than XPS, and able to quantify hydrogen [)']. Furthermore, TOF-ERDA analysis gives a depth 

profile of the composition. It is important to note that care must be taken when comparing 

these results as it is not evident that either of the samples are homogeneous single phase, but 

can contain significant amounts of Li$CO? not detectable by XRD due to its nano-crystalline 

texture. The main difference between these analyses is the amount of carbon in the films 

measured by XPS. This may be due to surface contamination, which is a real issue when 

performing XPS analysis due to the shallow maximum analysis depth of &% nm. This carbon 

contamination is enhanced by films that are reactive towards atmospheric CO$. It should be 

noted that the deposition temperature range used in this work is significantly lower at $$' °C 

compared to $'' – ?%% °C for the Me?POC precursor. It seems that trimethyl phosphite starts 

to decompose and give gradients at around $'% – $I' °C for the Li?POx reaction.  

Table �?: Comparison of LiPO compositions. LiMe&3?x is a LiPO deposition with &3? supercycles at 

&&3 °C 

Experimen

t 
Product 

Depositio

n temp.   

%at 

P 

%at 

Li 

%at 

O 

%at 

C 
Li:P:O ratio 

LiMe&3?x 
Li?POx 

 (Me?PO?) 
$$' °C D.%D ?%.J' C&.DC &J.&? ?.C : & : C.)& 

Li+PO� [&*] 
Li?POC 

(Me?POC) 

$'%- 

?%% °C 
&%.) $D.$ C).$ ).$ 

$.) - $.J : & : 

C.C 

Li+PO� [+3] 
Li?POz 

(Me?POC) 

$'% - 

?%% °C 
    

$.J% – ?.? : & : 

z 

 

+.�.� Aluminium phosphite 

Composition analysis was performed by two instruments for the AlPO system. Results 

from XRF analysis reflect the average Al : P ratio of the whole film. XPS is used to analyse the 

surface layer of the films as well as quantifying all other elements in the film, apart from 

hydrogen. Both instrument show a similar Al : P-ratio, confirming that XPS results can give a 

good indication of the composition throughout the film. For proper analysis of the 

composition through the film TOF-ERDA can be used, as reported by Hämäläinen [$?]. XRF 
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was used to confirm the phosphorous aluminium ratio due to the ease of analysis after initial 

calibration. For a more complete view of the chemical composition of the deposited thin films, 

XPS measurements were performed. Films were selected based on the results from the XRF 

analysis. The XPS results are previously mentioned in the results chapter, section C.&.?. Some 

results are replicated in Table && below and compared with other publications. 

Table ��: XPS quantification of AlPO using different precursors, including results from different 

groups. 

Experiment Product Temp. (°C) %at P %at O %at C %at Al Al : P : O 

&:& subcycles 
AlPO 

(Me?PO?) 
$$' '.'& CI.%I $C.$' $?.&I C.$ : & : J.' 

D:& subcycles 
AlPO 

(Me?PO?) 
$$' D.%) CD.D) $&.'C &D.C? $.& : & : '.' 

Pettersen [$)] 
AlPO 

(Me?POC) 
$$' ).D& '&.J $&.)& &J.C? $.) : & : I.' 

 Hämäläinen 
[$?] 

AlPO 
(Me?POC) 

$%% I.I '?.J <%.$ &D.D $.) : & : I.% 

 Hämäläinen 
[$?] 

AlPO 
(Me?POC) 

?%% &%.% ').? %.C &'.J &.) : & : '.) 

Surface [$$] 
AlPO 

(plasma) 
$'% - ?%% $?.%% '% &'.? &&.J %.' : & : $.$ 

Sputtered [$$] 
AlPO 

(plasma) 
$'% - ?%% $I.' 'I <& &'.' %.) : & : $.& 

 

When looking at the results from  Hämäläinen and the remeasured films from Anders 

Pettersen’s work it seems that the results are very similar. The main difference is the low 

carbon content of the films measured by TOF-ERDA, which is not sensitive to surface 

contamination. When depositing AlPO films at temperatures below ?%% °C there seems to be 

a stoichiometric limitation at $ : & Al : P content. Hämäläinen assumes this is due to Al$O? in 

the film, which is probably correct, but why? Both Me?PO? and Me?POC are larger molecules 

than TMA (AlMe?), so there might be a steric hindrance for the phosphorous precursors to 

react with the film. If this is correct there will also be a requirement for reorganisation 

requiring energy. The energy requirement might be fulfilled at ?%% °C and any energy 

requirement is surely fulfilled if the phosphate is introduced as plasma. Indeed the plasma 

deposited films have a & : $ Al : P ratio. When looking at the in-situ QCM data, there is a point 

where the rate of mass addition suddenly increases. This could be the stage where there has 

been a reorganisation, and that with pulse times longer than five seconds the & : & 

stoichiometry could be achieved, as already mentioned in chapter '.&.   
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+.�.# Phosphorous oxidation state 

The oxidation state of phosphorous is decided by XPS  in this thesis. The binding energy of 

P in phosphite versus phosphate is & eV, and it is apparent that the phosphorous $p peak shifts 

by about %.? eV when going from Li?POC [))] to the AlPOC [)I] system. A comparison of the 

recorded P $p-peaks recorded by XPS after C-peak correction is presented in Figure C%. For 

comparison, the P-peaks the P-peaks for AlPOC by plasma ALD [$$] (Dobbelaere) as measured 

by XPS are &??.D eV, being the same as presented in this thesis, as well as Hämäläinen’s results 

confirming that the oxidation state of phosphorous in AlPO is +'. The peak for LiPO? is &?C.' 

eV according to literature [)J]. Reports of the phosphorous binding energy in Li?POC by ALD 

indicate &??.) eV for the P $p peak [?C]. The signal from the LiPO films are clearly not from 

LiPO? at &??.& eV, and the oxidation state is decided to be +'. 

 

Figure �?: comparison of the P-peaks as measured by XPS. The black peak represents the LiPO 

system, the read peaks the AlPO system and the green peak is Pettersen’s AlPO deposited using POCL+. 

Deciding the stoichiometry of the system with the amounts of carbon in the film surface is 

difficult, especially when the relevant ratio is the P : O ratio. It cannot be assumed that all 

oxygen in the surface layer of the film is phosphorous related. Even if the oxygen peak is very 

broad, and probably gives signal from more than one oxygen binding energy, it is difficult to 

isolate the contributions to the total peak. The AlPO films deposited are under-stoichiometric 

with regards to phosphorous, Table &&. This is similar to the works of Hämäläinen. The reason 
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for this is merely speculation but it seems that there is a stoichiometric boundary at a $ : & Al : 

P ratio, when looking at the XRF results for AlPO there is a clear levelling off at this ratio when 

increasing temperature. This limitation has been overcome by introducing trimethyl 

phosphate as a plasma [$$], and by using a pyrophosphate precursor at temperatures around 

C%% °C [$&]. This could indicate that there is a reorganisation requirement with a high 

activation barrier. There could also be size constraints hindering the phosphite and 

phosphorous ligand from reacting with all the Al-OH active sites of the previous layer. A 

possible solution would be using a methylated pyrophosphate as the phosphorous precursor, 

it would not overcome size constraints, but it could enable the & : & stoichiometry depending 

on reaction mechanisms between the Al-OH surface and the pyrophosphate. Another 

possibility is increasing Me?PO? pulse times tenfold or more and analyse the stoichiometry 

then. The results from the QCM analysis could indicate that the system is not totally saturated 

with a pulse time of two seconds as used in this thesis. In this work it was attempted to 

improve the stoichiometry by increasing the number of phosphite subcycles per supercycle. 

+.# Crystallinity  

The morphology of the AlPO thin film is unaffected by heating to )%% °C, and remains 

amorphous as measured by GIXRD and XRD, Figure ?D. This is consistent with research onto 

amorphous aluminium phosphate with a low P : Al-ratio [)D]. With a P : Al ratio of %.' it takes 

one hour at &%%% °C for the amorphous AlPO to begin to crystalize, when further reducing the 

P: Al ratio the crystallization temperature and time requirement increases. This morphological 

stability and compatibility with processes for making uniform thin films make AlPO suitable 

for use as cheap gate dielectrics in MEMS and other microelectronic applications [)D]. LiPO 

seem to be deposited as amorphous films in this thesis, although there is slight signal that 

could correspond to the (&$%) peak of Li?POC. If that is the case, the material is nano-

crystalline. If the films are amorphous, it is interesting because Hämäläinen’s films were 

clearly crystalline even when measuring non-heat treated films deposited at $$' °C with the 

(&$%) (&%&) and ($$%)/(%C%) peaks visible [$J]. Others have deposited amorphous Li?POC by 

not using any oxygen source during the ALD deposition [?']. This lack of an oxygen source 

resulted in severely reduced reaction rates at %.%I nm/cycle, compared to &.& nm/cycle in this 

work.  This resulted in a new product, and the possibility of testing the ionic conductivity of 

amorphous LiPO. 
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+.& Textured LiPO 

The surface topography was measured by AFM. For lithium phosphite rough surfaces are 

apparent. With as little as two supercycles of LiPO pulsed onto a Si-substrate the RMS 

roughness of the film is %.JI nm. When considering the fact that the growth rate is expected 

to be in the range of %.& nm per cycle, it is natural to assume that this surface does not grow as 

a uniform film. The growth is more similar to many grains forming on the surface. With 

increasing film thickness this hypothesis is confirmed in Figure C&A, which shows the surface 

of a $& nm LiPO film. The features of this film are larger than the thickness as measured by 

spectroscopic ellipsometry. This tells two things, firstly the thickness cannot be measured 

accurately by spectroscopic ellipsometry with this high roughness and secondly, the film is 

much rougher than other research on Li?POC films deposited by ALD using LiOtBU as a 

lithium precursor [$J], Figure C&B. Hämäläinen’s Li?POC demonstrates micro crystallinity and 

much larger features than the LiPO film. The LiPO film is either nano-crystalline, which will 

not give features in XRD analysis, or it is amorphous with a high degree of disorder. The 

reaction mechanisms in any case are probably quite different. When performing ALD 

synthesis a uniform thin film is expected with optimal reaction parameters. This uniform 

growth is confirmed for AlPO deposition, where the RMS roughness is %.' nm for a film of J) 

nm. The film appears uniform with some small crystallites when measured by AFM, Figure 

C&C. When comparing this topography to that of Hämäläinen’s AlPOC films measured by SEM, 

Figure C&D, the surfaces appear similar. Larger areas are relatively uniform with some grains 

on the surface. AFM and SEM images are not directly comparable, but they will give an 

indication of the topographical differences. This is easily proved by comparing the surface 

analysis for the LiPO systems with those of the AlPO systems in Figure C&. The LiPO surfaces 

are much rougher as measured by AFM and this is reflected by the increased contrast of the 

SEM images. 
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Figure ��: comparison of topography of ALD films deposited by Hämäläinen measured using SEM [&+] 

Li+PO�  (B), AlPO� (D), to that of films deposited in this thesis using AFM, LiPO (A), AlPO (C). 

+.+ Electrochemistry 

The lithium phosphite film performed well as a barrier layer for the LiFePOC cathode 

material. At all measurements differences between the reference measurements and the 

coated batteries were observed. Enhanced performance was observed for films in the size 

range between %.' and &.' nm when galvanostatically cycling the cell J% mA/g and when the 

cell had been exposed to large currents before cycling at low current. This indicates that the 

coating has a stabilising effect on the cathode material, possibly retarding dissolution if the 

cathode material in the electrolyte [I%]. When analysing the cyclic voltammetry (CV) data it is 

clear that all measurements improve the performance as compared to the reference film, 

except for the ?% nm film. At low sweep rates the thermodynamics of the redox system is 

analysed, at increasing sweep rates the significance of kinetics of the redox process is 

emphasised. During CV analysis of the barrier films at low sweep rates it observed that the 

current response increases at lower over-potentials for a low thickness LiPO barrier, and at 

higher over-potentials when depositing a ?% nm barrier as compared to the reference cell. The 
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results are presented in chapter '.', Figure $I and reproduced for emphasis in Figure C$. The 

reason for this is not known and unexpected, Figure C$. It could be related to the kinetics of 

the system, where a thin layer of LiPO facilitates Li+ migration in the interphase between 

electrolyte and cathode while thicker layer inhibits the kinetics hindering the migration of Li+ 

into the cathode. This could impose concentration gradients in the electrolyte, reducing 

capacity.  It is possible that the high thickness LiPO barrier acts like a second electrolyte 

reducing the total ionic conductivity. In any of these two cases the over-potential required for 

intercalation will increase. There has been performed research on the use of Li?POC deposited 

by ALD for use as a solid electrolyte showing promising ionic conductivities of ?.? × &%−J S/cm 

at room temperature [?']. This underlines the hypothesis of the second electrolyte for thick 

LiPO barriers. 

 

Figure �&: 3th cycle of CV at a ?.?3mv/s sweep rate. Emphasising the differences between the 

reference cathode, the thin film barrier and the thick barrier. 
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- Conclusion 

In this work a new phosphorous precursors for ALD synthesis have been tested and 

verified. It has been shown to interact with two known processes for ALD; namely Trimethyl 

aluminium + water, and Lithium tert-butoxide + water. In addition, the effect of using 

amorphous LiPO as a barrier layer for cathode materials have been tested and confirmed to 

enhance performance.  

Trimethyl phosphite is a viable precursor for ALD synthesis and analysis so far indicate a 

reactivity that is similar to that of trimethyl phosphate. The precursor seems to start 

decomposing at temperatures above about $I' °C, indicated by opaque films and gradients. 

The upper temperature limit therefore seems lower than for trimethyl phosphate. The stable 

temperature window for this precursor is $%% - $I' °C according to the results in this work. 

The average growth rate for this precursor in the AlPO system is about %.%D nm/cycle, and 

results show a linear growth rate in for AlPO films. The AlPO films had a ratio of aluminium 

to phosphorous never surpassing $ : &. This could be a steric hindrance requiring extra time or 

energy to be overcome.  For LiPO the roughness of the film become rather high at high cycle 

number, challenging film thickness measurements. The applicable temperature window for 

deposition is determined to be $%% – $$' °C for stable films growth, with gradients forming 

above and below these temperatures. Triethyl phosphite was also tested as a precursor for 

ALD but QCM analysis indicated low reactivity and XPS analysis showed little to no 

phosphorous in the resulting films. Triethyl phosphite is therefore deemed unfit as a precursor 

for ALD synthesis. The oxidation state of phosphorous is likely to be phosphate groups with a 

+' phosphorous oxidation state for all the systems tested in this thesis. This is indicated by the 

binding energy of phosphorous when measured by XPS. 

LiPO was tested and confirmed to give positive contributions to cycling stability when 

deposited as a barrier layer on a LiFePOC battery electrode. The kinetics of the cathode 

reactions also seem facilitated when measured by cyclic voltammetry. 
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. Future work 

Trimethyl phosphite has been shown to react in a similar manner to trimethyl phosphate in 

this worj. It would be interesting to expand compatibility screening with other established 

processes for phosphorous containing compounds by ALD. Hopefully, further analysis will 

reveal differing products due to different reaction mechanisms and thus provide new 

opportunities as a result of implementing this new precursor. One reaction that would be of 

particular interest is the LiFePOC ALD reaction. In this synthesis Fe(thd)? is the iron precursor, 

in the oxidation state Fe?+. In LiFePOC iron is in the Fe$+ oxidation state. By using a phosphite 

with phosphorous in the +? oxidation state a redox reaction could occur on the surface 

enhancing reactivity by reducing iron and facilitating the formation of LiFePOC. 

More research is needed on keeping the oxidation state for phosphorous at +' during ALD 

synthesis. Results thus far show that phosphorous is probably in the +' state as measured by 

XPS. One possibility is reacting Me?PO? and LiOtBu directly without an oxygen source as 

performed by Biqiong [?'] with AlPOC. There is growth without an oxygen source for this 

reaction as measured by QCM in this thesis. 

The LiPO product is both highly structured and highly reactive towards atmospheric CO$. 

Visible crystallites grow on the surface of deposited films when they are removed from the 

reactor. This quality of Li?POC is already exploited in CO$ sensors. This product could in 

theory be used as a highly reactive CO$ scrubber, utilising the large surface area per square cm 

of film. The LiPO films also have properties that are relevant for use as an electrode barrier 

layer for li-ion batteries, especially at a very low layer thickness. Barrier layers deposited by 

ALD is in its own a field of research, and using different barriers on different electrode 

chemistries are already shown to improve performance characteristics. Especially for cycling 

stability and high specific current capacity. Both Al$O? and AlPOC are used as barrier layers 

already, and are  shown to improve LiCoO$ performance when deposited on nanoparticles 

later assembled into battery electrodes [I&]. Using the AlPO process shown in this thesis, 

future research might improve performance even further, and the barrier layer composition 

could be tailored by changing the subcycle composition. The  Al : P ratio of the barrier layer 

might have an optimum composition when used as a barrier material that is not & : &  Al : P.  

Cathodes have already been deposited by ALD, as have barrier layers, as presented in this 

work. Extending the LiPO barrier layer could deem it as a good solid electrolyte. SnO$ battery 

anodes have already been deposited by ALD [I$]. All that remains is combining the three. 
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